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Conclusions

• Flavor physics all the more important given 
lack of new physics at LHC

1. tool to explore beyond the LHC energy

2. origin of flavor important on its own

• new possibilities on dark matter

3. light, very weakly coupled dark matter



flavor to probe E>LHC



theory：1964

design：1984

construction：1998

discovery of Higgs boson
2012.7.4



Higgsdependence Day
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Minimal

• It looks very much like the 
Standard Model Higgs boson

• We’ve known the energy scale 
to probe since 1933

• now a UV complete theory of 
strong, weak, EM forces 
possibly valid up to even MPl

• cosmology also looks minimal 
single-field inflation (Planck)

• the year of elementary scalars!!!

Planck

Where do we go next?
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Nima’s anguish

mH=125 GeV seems almost maliciously designed
to prolong the agony of BSM theorists….



Faceless Higgs
• every elementary particles spin forever
• electrons, photons, quarks, ....
• only Higgs boson doesn’t spin
• Faceless!  A spooky particle
• I had proposed “Higgsless theories”
• Is it the only one?
• does it have siblings? relatives?  
• Maybe it’s spinning in extra dimensions?
• maybe composite?
• why did it freeze in?



Electron mass is natural 
by doubling #particles

• Electron creates a force 
to repel itself

• quantum mechanics and 
anti-matter
⇒ only 10% of mass even 

for Planck-size re~10–33cm
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Higgs mass is natural 
by doubling #particles?

• Higgs also repels itself

• Double #particles again   
⇒ superpartners

• only log sensitivity to UV

• Standard Model made 
consistent up to higher 
energies
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no sign of new physics
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theorists

natural
& simple

excluded
no sign of new physics
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been there before
• Before COBE, upper limit 

on CMB anisotropy kept 
getting better and better

• Before 1998, the universe 
appeared younger than 
oldest stars

• cosmologists got antsy
• “crisis in standard 

cosmology”
• it turned out a little “fine-

tuned”
• low quadrupole
• dark energy

“Big Bang not yet dead
but in decline”

Nature 377, 14 (1995)

“Bang! A Big Theory May Be Shot”
A new study of the stars could rewrite 
the history of the universe
Times, Jan 14 (1991)
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Fig. 16.— The binned three-year angular power spectrum (in black) from l = 2 − 1000, where it provides a
cosmic variance limited measurement of the first acoustic peak, a robust measurement of the second peak,
and clear evidence for rise to the third peak. The points are plotted with noise errors only (see text). Note
that these errors decrease linearly with continued observing time. The red curve is the best-fit ΛCDM model,
fit to WMAP data only (Spergel et al. 2006), and the band is the binned 1σ cosmic variance error. The red
diamonds show the model points when binned in the same way as the data.
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what we learned

• Standard Model looks minimal

• elementary-looking spinless boson exists

• naturalness problem is real

• no sign of solution to the naturalness 
problem e.g., supersymmetry

• Higgs mass is too heavy for MSSM

• new physics “postponed”
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type-I see-saw and fix the largest right-handed neutrino Yukawa coupling to its “minimal”

value, g⌫ =
p
matmM/v, where M is the right-handed neutrino mass and matm ⇡ 0.06 eV is

the light neutrino mass renormalized at M . Taking into account its RGE e↵ects at two loops,

we find that, for m̃ > M , the predicted Higgs mass in High-Scale Supersymmetry increases as

shown in fig. 4. The e↵ect is roughly equivalent to the following correction to the high-energy

matching condition:

��(m̃) ' Mm⌫

4⇡2v2
ln

m̃

M
for m̃ > M (29)

which is irrelevant if M <⇠ 1014 GeV.

5.1 Implications of present Higgs searches at the LHC

Recent data from ATLAS and CMS provide a 99% CL upper bound on the SM Higgs mass of 128

GeV and a hint in favor of a Higgs mass in the 124�126GeV range [19]. The main implications

for the scale of supersymmetry breaking can be read from fig. 3 and are more precisely studied

in fig. 5, where we perform a fit taking into account the experimental uncertainties on the top

mass and the strong coupling.

The scale of Split Supersymmetry is constrained to be below a few 108 GeV. This implies

12

Giudice, Strumia, 1108:6077

scalar top mass ≥ 10 TeV preferred



Three frontiers of research in particle physics form 
an interlocking framework that addresses 
fundamental questions about the laws of nature  
and the cosmos.
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examples

• Rutherford experiment: energy frontier

• 10 MeV α probes < fm ⟹ nuclear size

• nuclear beta decay: rare process ⟹10-16cm

• changes atomic number=#protons

• “discovered” neutrinos

• cosmic rays: anti-matter e+, muon, pion, 
strangeness, parity violation

19

Three frontiers of research in particle physics form 
an interlocking framework that addresses 
fundamental questions about the laws of nature  
and the cosmos.



Rare effects from  
high energies

• Effects of high-energy physics mostly 
disappear by power suppression

• can be classified systematically

L = LSM +
1

⇤
L5 +

1

⇤2
L6 + · · ·

L5 = (LH)(LH) ! 1

⇤
(LhHi)(LhHi) = m⌫⌫⌫

L6 = QQQL, L̄�µ⌫Wµ⌫Hl, ✏abcW
aµ
⌫ W b⌫

� W c�
µ ,

(H†DµH)(H†DµH), Bµ⌫H
†Wµ⌫H, · · ·
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Why is the sky blue?

• neutral atoms, if point-like, do not scatter 
light

• finite size, and its internal structure with 
charged particles, makes light scatter

• optical light does not resolve atomic size
• yet shorter-wavelength “sees” it better
• blue light scattered more than red light
• still “rare”, but possible with abundant 

sunlight and thick atmosphere

Le↵ =
e2

⇤3
Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ † � / ↵2

⇤6
!4



Effective Operators
• Surprisingly difficult question
• In the case of the Standard Model
• Weinberg (1980) on D=6 B, D=5 L
• Buchmüller-Wyler (1986) on D=6 ops
• 80 operators for Nf=1, B, L conserving

• Grzadkowski et al (2010) removed 
redundancies and discovered one missed
• 59 operators for Nf=1, B, L conserving

• Mahonar et al (2013) general Nf

• Lehman-Martin (2014,15) D=7 for 
general Nf, D=8 for Nf=1 (incorrect)

/ /



where the + . . . inside the large brackets are terms which evaluate to zero upon performing
the contour integrals. This is the Hilbert series for dimension-five operators in the SM EFT.
One readily identifies that the Hilbert series is picking up the well known operators which
give neutrino masses.

Repeating this at order ✏6 we obtain the Hilbert series for dimension-six operators of
the SM EFT:

bH6 = H3H† 3
+ u†Q†HH† 2

+ 2Q2Q† 2
+Q† 3L†

+Q3L+ 2QQ†LL†
+ L2L† 2

+ uQH2H†

+2uu†QQ†
+ uu†LL†

+ u2u† 2
+ e†u†Q2

+ e†L†H2H†
+ 2e†u†Q†L†

+ eLHH† 2
+ euQ† 2

+2euQL+ ee†QQ†
+ ee†LL†

+ ee†uu†
+ e2e† 2 + d†Q†H2H†

+ 2d†u†Q† 2
+ d†u†QL

+ d†e†u† 2
+ d†eQ†L+ dQHH† 2

+ 2duQ2
+ duQ†L†

+ de†QL†
+ deu2

+ 2dd†QQ†
+ dd†LL†

+2dd†uu†
+ dd†ee† + d2d† 2 + u†Q†H†GR + d†Q†HGR +HH†G2

R +G3
R + uQHGL

+ dQH†GL +HH†G2
L +G3

L + u†Q†H†WR + e†L†HWR + d†Q†HWR +HH†W 2
R +W 3

R

+uQHWL + eLH†WL + dQH†WL +HH†W 2
L +W 3

L + u†Q†H†BR + e†L†HBR

+ d†Q†HBR +HH†BRWR +HH†B2
R + uQHBL + eLH†BL + dQH†BL +HH†BLWL

+HH†B2
L + 2QQ†HH†D + 2LL†HH†D + uu†HH†D + ee†HH†D + d†uH2D + du†H† 2D

+ dd†HH†D + 2H2H† 2D2 . (3.16)

Setting all of the spurions equal to unity gives bH6 = 84, the total number of independent
local operators at dimension 6, but more information is contained in eq.(3.16). For instance,
the counting can easily be further decomposed by baryon number violation, 76 + 8. The
perhaps more familiar ‘59 + 4’ counting is one in which hermitian conjugates of fermionic
operators are not counted separately (such counting can of course also be obtained from
eq. (3.16)).

Explicit form of the operators

At low dimensions (including dimension 7 and 8), explicitly constructing an operator basis
requires minimal effort. For example, the +Q3L term in eq. (3.16) tells us that there
is one independent operator composed of three powers of Q and one power of L; the
+2LL†QQ† term that there are two independent operators composed of one power each of
L,L†, Q and Q†; the +2HH†QQ†D term that there are two independent operators com-
posed of H,H†, Q,Q† and one covariant derivative, etc. Exactly how derivatives act and
how Lorentz and gauge indices are contracted is information beyond what the Hilbert se-
ries can provide. However, such information can be easily deduced for low-order terms.
For example, in the 2HH†QQ†D term, because the combination QQ† has to be formed
into a Lorentz singlet, it follows there must be a /D = �µDµ, i.e. ¯Q�µQDµ; the gauge
indices can be contracted in two inequivalent ways: i

⇥
H†

(DµH)� (DµH†
)H

⇤
¯Q�µQ and

i
⇥
H†⌧a(DµH)� (DµH†

)⌧aH
⇤
¯Q�µ⌧aQ, where ⌧a are the SU(2)W generators.

Multiple flavors

The inclusion of additional fermion families is trivial—simply add the extra fields into the
PE. Alternatively the PE of each fermion family can be raised to the power of Nf—the
results we selected to show below use this counting for ease of display, but in doing this

– 11 –



Main idea

• Take kinetic terms as the zeroth order 
Lagrangian

• Classically, it is conformally invariant under 
SO(4,2)≃SO(6,C)

• Operator-State correspondence tells us 
that operators fall into representations of 
the conformal group
• equation of motion: short multiplets
• remove total derivatives: primary states
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origin of flavor:
important on its own



Five evidences 
for physics beyond SM
• Since 1998, it became clear that there are 

at least five missing pieces in the SM

• non-baryonic dark matter

• neutrino mass

• dark energy

• apparently acausal density fluctuations

• baryon asymmetry
We don’t really know their energy scales...



Puzzle is 
sharpened
• with success of inflation, it can’t be the initial 

condition of the Universe
• Kobayashi and Maskawa phase                       

can only explain ηb≈αW5 J≈10–27

• new sources of CPV are needed
• we also need to see how anti-matter can turn 

into matter

quark sector: LHCb, SuperKEKB, rare kaon decays
lepton sector: CPV in neutrinos, 0νββ, LFV
both sectors: proton decay

Planck



Great Flavor Questions

• Why are there three generations?

• What physics determines the pattern of masses 
and mixings?

• What is the origin of CP violation?

• What is the origin of matter anti-matter 
asymmetry in Universe? 

How exactly are we trying to answer these 
questions?



Strategy

1. Look for small deviations from the standard 
CKM

2. Identify their patterns and symmetry 
structure

3. Figure out dynamics behind the new 
symmetry
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Question of Flavor
• What distinguishes different generations?

• Same gauge quantum numbers, yet different

• Hierarchy with small mixings: 
⇒ Need some ordered structure

• Probably a hidden flavor quantum number 
⇒ Need flavor symmetry

• Flavor symmetry must allow top Yukawa~O(1)

• Other Yukawas forbidden

• Small symmetry breaking generates small Yukawas 
and small mixings



Flavor Symmetry:
simple example

• Flavor quantum numbers (SU(5)-ish):
• 10(Q, uR, eR) (+2, +1, 0)
• 5*(L, dR) (+1, +1, +1)
• U(1) symmetry broken by ε(–1)~0.07

• mu:mc:mt ~ md
2:ms

2:mb
2 ~ me

2:mµ
2:mτ2 

• md ~ me, ms ~ mµ, mb ~ mτ
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Not bad!

• mu:mc:mt ~ md
2:ms

2:mb
2 ~ me

2:mµ
2:mτ2 

• md ~ 3me, 3ms ~ mµ, mb ~ mτ
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Neutrinos

• Flavor quantum numbers (SU(5)-ish):
• 10(Q, uR, eR) (+2, +1, 0)
• 5*(L, dR) (+1, +1, +1)
• U(1) symmetry broken by ε(–1)~0.07

• assume O(1) constants are all random

• then we can predict the probability 
distribution of mixing angles

Y ij
⌫

(LiH)(LjH)

M
Y⌫ ⇠ ✏2

0

@
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1

1

A



anarchy
θ23

θ12

θ13

KS probability = 44%
(de Gouvêa, HM)

Miriam-Webster: “A utopian society of individuals 
who enjoy complete freedom without government”

neutrinos

symmterylarge mixing



Program:
more flavor parameters
• SUSY ~ 10–100 TeV?

• patterns in deviation and the chirality 
information test flavor quantum numbers
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Dynamics behind 
flavor symmetry?

• Once flavor symmetry (e.g. SU(3)), what is 
the underlying dynamics (e.g. QCD)?

• Supersymmetry: anomalous U(1) from 
Green–Schwartz mechanism

• extra dimensions: separation of wave 
functions in the 5D direction

• composite Higgs: new broken flavor gauge 
symmetries
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Figure 5: Upper limits on the DM-nucleon cross section, at 90% CL, plotted against DM particle
mass and compared with previously published results. Left: limits for the vector and scalar
operators from the previous CMS analysis [10], together with results from the CoGeNT [60],
SIMPLE [61], COUPP [62], CDMS [63, 64], SuperCDMS [65], XENON100 [66], and LUX [67]
collaborations. The solid and hatched yellow contours show the 68% and 90% CL contours
respectively for a possible signal from CDMS [68]. Right: limits for the axial-vector operator
from the previous CMS analysis [10], together with results from the SIMPLE [61], COUPP [62],
Super-K [69], and IceCube [70] collaborations.

Figure 6: Observed limits on the mediator mass divided by coupling, M/pgcgq, as a function
of the mass of the mediator, M, assuming vector interactions and a dark matter mass of 50 GeV
(blue, filled) and 500 GeV (red, hatched). The width, G, of the mediator is varied between M/3
and M/8p. The dashed lines show contours of constant coupling pgcgq.

K = sNLO/sLO of 1.4 for d = {2, 3}, 1.3 for d = {4, 5}, and 1.2 for d = 6 [71]. Figure 7 shows 95%
CL limits at LO, compared to published results from ATLAS, LEP, and the Tevatron. Table 7
shows the expected and observed limits at LO and NLO for the ADD model.

Figure 8 shows the expected and observed 95% CL limits on the cross-sections for scalar un-
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SIMPlest Miracle

• SU(2) gauge theory with four doublets

• SU(4)=SO(6) flavor symmetry

• <qi qj>≠0 breaks it to Sp(2)=SO(5)

• coset space SO(6)/SO(5)=S5

• π5(S5)=Z ⇒ Wess-Zumino term

• LWZ=εabcdeεμνρσπa∂μπb∂νπc∂ρπd∂σπe

Yonit Hochberg, Eric Kuflik, HM, Tomer Volansky, Jay Wacker



self interaction

• self interaction of σ/m~O(1)b/GeV

• flattens the cusps in NFW profile

• actually desirable for dwarf galaxies?
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explore dark sector

dark QCD
with SIMP

Standard Model
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FIG. 1: �+ /E production channels for LDM coupled through
a light mediator. Left: Resonant ⌥(3S) production, followed
by decay to � + �� through an on- or o↵-shell mediator.
Right: The focus of this paper – non-resonant � + �� pro-
duction in e+e� collisions, through an on- or o↵-shell light
mediator A0(⇤). (Note that in this paper, the symbol A0 is
used for vector, pseudo-vector, scalar, and pseudo-scalar me-
diators.)

a mono-photon trigger during the entire course of data

taking.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II

we give a brief theoretical overview of LDM coupled
through a light mediator. Sec. III contains a more de-
tailed discussion of the production of such LDM at low-
energy e

+

e

� colliders. In Sec. IV we describe the BABAR
search [37], and extend the results to place constraints
on LDM. In Sec. V we compare our results to existing
constraints such as LEP, rare decays, beam-dump exper-
iments, and direct detection experiments. In Sec. VI we
estimate the reach of a similar search in a future e

+

e

�

collider such as Belle II. We conclude in Sec. VII. A short
appendix discusses the constraints on invisibly decaying
hidden photons for some additional scenarios.

II. LIGHT DARK MATTER WITH A LIGHT
MEDIATOR

A LDM particle, in a hidden sector that couples weakly
to ordinary matter through a light, neutral boson (the
mediator), is part of many well-motivated frameworks
that have received significant theoretical and experimen-
tal attention in recent years, see e.g. [38–55] and refer-
ences therein. A light mediator may play a significant
role in setting the DM relic density [56, 57], or in alle-
viating possible problems with small-scale structure in
⇤CDM cosmology [58, 59].

The hidden sector may generally contain a multitude of
states with complicated interactions among themselves.
However, for the context of this paper, it is su�cient
to characterize it by a simple model with just two parti-
cles, the DM particle � and the mediator A

0 (which, with
abuse of notation, may refer to a generic (pseudo-)vector,
or (pseudo-)scalar, and does not necessarily indicate a
hidden photon), and four parameters:

(i) m� (the DM mass)

(ii) mA0 (the mediator mass)

(iii) ge (the coupling of the mediator to electrons)

(iv) g� (the coupling of the mediator to DM).

In most of the parameter space only restricted combi-
nations of these four parameters are relevant for �� pro-
duction in e

+

e

� collisions; we describe this in more detail
in Sec. III. The spin and CP properties of the mediator
and DM particles also have a (very) limited e↵ect on their
production rates, but will have a more significant e↵ect
on comparisons to other experimental constraints, as will
the couplings of the mediator to other SM particles. For
the rest of the paper, the “dark matter” particle, �, can
be taken to represent any hidden-sector state that couples
to the mediator and is invisible in detectors; in particu-
lar, it does not have to be a (dominant) component of
the DM.

The simplest example of such a setup is DM that does
not interact with the SM forces, but that nevertheless
has interactions with ordinary matter through a hidden

photon. In this scenario, the A

0 is the massive mediator
of a broken Abelian gauge group, U(1)0, in the hidden
sector, and has a small kinetic mixing, "/ cos ✓W , with
SM hypercharge, U(1)Y [42–44, 56, 60–62]. SM fermions
with charge qi couple to the A

0 with coupling strength
ge = " e qi. The variables ", g�, m�, and mA0 are the free
parameters of the model. We restrict

g� <

p
4⇡ , (perturbativity) (1)

in order to guarantee calculability of the model. Such a
constraint is also equivalent to imposing �A0

/mA0 . 1
which is necessary for the A

0 to have a particle descrip-
tion. We will refer in the following to this restriction as
the “perturbativity” constraint.

In this paper, we discuss this prototype model as well
as more general LDM models with vector, pseudo-vector,
scalar, and pseudo-scalar mediators. We stress that in
UV complete models, scalar and pseudo-scalar medi-
ators generically couple to SM fermions through mix-
ing with a Higgs boson, and consequently their cou-
pling to electrons is proportional to the electron Yukawa,
ge / ye ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�6. As a result, low-energy e

+

e

� col-
liders are realistically unlikely to be sensitive to them.
Nonetheless, since more intricate scalar sectors may al-
low for significantly larger couplings, we include them for
completeness.

For simplicity we consider only fermionic LDM, as the
di↵erences between fermion and scalar production are
very minor. We do not consider models with a t-channel
mediator (such as light neutralino production through
selectron exchange). In these, the mediator would be
electrically charged and so could not be light.

III. PRODUCTION OF LIGHT DARK MATTER
AT e+e� COLLIDERS

Fig. 1 illustrates the production of � + /

E events at
low-energy e

+

e

� colliders in LDM scenarios. The chan-
nel shown on the left of Fig. 1 is the resonant production
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pling to electrons is proportional to the electron Yukawa,
ge / ye ⇠ 3 ⇥ 10�6. As a result, low-energy e

+

e

� col-
liders are realistically unlikely to be sensitive to them.
Nonetheless, since more intricate scalar sectors may al-
low for significantly larger couplings, we include them for
completeness.

For simplicity we consider only fermionic LDM, as the
di↵erences between fermion and scalar production are
very minor. We do not consider models with a t-channel
mediator (such as light neutralino production through
selectron exchange). In these, the mediator would be
electrically charged and so could not be light.

III. PRODUCTION OF LIGHT DARK MATTER
AT e+e� COLLIDERS

Fig. 1 illustrates the production of � + /

E events at
low-energy e

+

e

� colliders in LDM scenarios. The chan-
nel shown on the left of Fig. 1 is the resonant production
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a mono-photon trigger during the entire course of data

taking.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II

we give a brief theoretical overview of LDM coupled
through a light mediator. Sec. III contains a more de-
tailed discussion of the production of such LDM at low-
energy e

+

e

� colliders. In Sec. IV we describe the BABAR
search [37], and extend the results to place constraints
on LDM. In Sec. V we compare our results to existing
constraints such as LEP, rare decays, beam-dump exper-
iments, and direct detection experiments. In Sec. VI we
estimate the reach of a similar search in a future e

+

e

�

collider such as Belle II. We conclude in Sec. VII. A short
appendix discusses the constraints on invisibly decaying
hidden photons for some additional scenarios.

II. LIGHT DARK MATTER WITH A LIGHT
MEDIATOR

A LDM particle, in a hidden sector that couples weakly
to ordinary matter through a light, neutral boson (the
mediator), is part of many well-motivated frameworks
that have received significant theoretical and experimen-
tal attention in recent years, see e.g. [38–55] and refer-
ences therein. A light mediator may play a significant
role in setting the DM relic density [56, 57], or in alle-
viating possible problems with small-scale structure in
⇤CDM cosmology [58, 59].

The hidden sector may generally contain a multitude of
states with complicated interactions among themselves.
However, for the context of this paper, it is su�cient
to characterize it by a simple model with just two parti-
cles, the DM particle � and the mediator A

0 (which, with
abuse of notation, may refer to a generic (pseudo-)vector,
or (pseudo-)scalar, and does not necessarily indicate a
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be taken to represent any hidden-sector state that couples
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lar, it does not have to be a (dominant) component of
the DM.

The simplest example of such a setup is DM that does
not interact with the SM forces, but that nevertheless
has interactions with ordinary matter through a hidden
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of a broken Abelian gauge group, U(1)0, in the hidden
sector, and has a small kinetic mixing, "/ cos ✓W , with
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with charge qi couple to the A

0 with coupling strength
ge = " e qi. The variables ", g�, m�, and mA0 are the free
parameters of the model. We restrict
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in order to guarantee calculability of the model. Such a
constraint is also equivalent to imposing �A0
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which is necessary for the A

0 to have a particle descrip-
tion. We will refer in the following to this restriction as
the “perturbativity” constraint.
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� col-
liders are realistically unlikely to be sensitive to them.
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low for significantly larger couplings, we include them for
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di↵erences between fermion and scalar production are
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mediator (such as light neutralino production through
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Conclusions

• Flavor physics all the more important given 
lack of new physics at LHC

1. tool to explore beyond the LHC energy

2. origin of flavor important on its own

• new possibilities on dark matter

3. light, very weakly coupled dark matter
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